Typical Home
installation in IA.
Customer was
looking for
something that
would help with
their child’s health.
“Thank you, NuForce Water.”
Steffanie R.

The most powerful Natural Antioxidants
Nu-Force water units produce water loaded with negative
hydrogen ions that are the most powerful natural
antioxidants to counteract damaging free radicals which are
the major contributors to degenerative diseases. Radicals like
yeasts, bacteria, viruses, and other parasites.
Additionally, dehydrated cells have dilapidated membranes
like a deflated ball and are likely to stick together and the
movement of nutrients and oxygen become impeded and
result in the cells dying off prematurely.
The stimulated Nu-Force water produces free electrons with a
negative hydrogen complex necessary as the raw material for
the energy source within the cells to produce energy.
Bottom line!
No electrons are carried anywhere within the living body
unless attached to the hydrogen ion for all chemical reactions.
Summer fun is here and
along with that is the
heat and warmth of the
Sun.
To stay properly
hydrated requires water.
But only structured
water will give your body
the necessary potential
to use the water and
flush out harmful toxins
and help reinforce your
body’s immune system
effectively.

NU-FORCE Water
Technologies™, LLC
Water is the machine: no
moving parts, no chemicals, no
magnetics, nothing.

(US Patent #10,111,310 B2/Patent Pending)

Intelligent Water Systems

Agriculture – Livestock – Residential

Healthy Hydration!

Nu-Force Water hydration units are not machines nor mechanical
devices. They have no moving parts. The water is working on
itself, cleaning itself. Water works upon itself, just like a river.
Water has geometric forms (flow form devices basically), that
cause the water to, in an extremely short period time structure
itself. Everything takes less water when it is structured,

about 30 percent less water.
With a Nu-Force Water hydration
unit in your home, it provides
everything that you do with
properly
structured
water.
Everything in your home: your
water heater, your ice machine,
your gardens, your plants, your
animals, every time you bathe. It
assimilates the things that are bad
for life. Your water heater will start
dropping all the sediment and
Residential and Small
aggregates and calcium buildup
Commercial
within it to the bottom, so you will
have to flush it out periodically.
Chlorine, Fluoride, contaminants are bad for life. You will
consume the water with the toxins inside of it and if there
is still room in the water molecule, it will start pulling the
things that are in your body into it as it is passing through
you. It will detoxify your body.
Distilled water, RO water is hungry water. It has nothing to
discern what is good and what is bad. It takes it all.

Ken Brown, Regional Distributor

19 Circle Drive
Richmond, IN 47374
(765) 220-0067

www.nu-force.net
Email: pkpbrown@outlook.com

Our Water Delivery System is your Best
Hydration Solution!
Our NU-FORCE Water Technologies™ line of patented
products scientifically revitalizes water just as “the
water that’s found in nature.” Just as in nature, the
waters movement over rocks with the twisting and
turning causes water to become structured.
Every water molecule is restructured or ‘revitalized’,
to transport nutrients quickly for better absorption
and cellular hydration by the body. Revitalized water
is better absorbed by cells and tissues than
unstructured water for proper hydration.
Additionally, revitalized water can also bring balance
to the body’s health and give wonderful benefits for
your sense of well-being.
By maximizing your body’s hydration, you will:
 Increase your energy levels
 Increase the absorption of nutrients
 Promotes healthier skin and hair
 Improve kidney and liver health
 Helps with joint health and muscle
 Better control cholesterol levels and blood
pressure

Keeping
It
Simple
Installation and Franchise
Opportunities
The public has been led to believe that Chlorinated
water will increase hydration of every cell within
minutes. Sadly, this is far from the truth. Even if
filtered, Chlorinated water cannot hydrate cells. Even
though filtration takes out dangerous toxic chemicals,
the water is still left ‘electrically dead’.
Nu-Force water units are hydration units that work by
reducing the molecular size of water molecules and
minerals and in turn reducing the surface tension of the
water thereby making the water more pliable to
penetrate cell membranes and effectively hydrate the
cells and cellular tissues.
I’ve heard about and
seen good things
regarding the Nu-Force
water systems. Having
tried it our home and hog
buildings and seeing how
well the system works I
decided to put it in our
restaurant.

Not only does my water taste
better, but our customers have
also commented on the
improvement. I was amazed at
how quickly our customers
reacted to the better quality of
the water and the improved
taste of their coffee.

SOFTENED
WATER IS GOOD
WATER!

Salt-based Water Softeners Harm
the Environment
These types of units’ waste about 150 gallons of water
each week, amounting to 7,800 gallons a year. The
amount of wasted water can put an unnecessary
burden on community water supplies during dry
periods. As salty water (brine) is flushed from the
softener, it finds its way back into streams, lakes, and
soil, having a catastrophic effect on water treatment
facilities, marine-life, and agriculture.
Nu-Force Water units do not use salt or additives. NuForce Water units simply restructure and revitalize
water while neutralizing the destructive effects of hard
water.
There is no waste in restructured water and no salt or
power usage. These points result in an economic
benefit for homeowners and help prevent community
water shortages.
By switching from antiquated salt-based softeners to a
Nu-Force water unit, homeowners can reap financial
rewards while reducing their environmental footprint
on the environment.
Water flows through the Nu-Force unit in a toroidal vortex
pattern restructuring the water. After which, the following
benefits occur:





De-structured water molecules are restructured.



Beneficial electromagnetic frequencies are accumulated
into the water.

Ordered molecular patterns are created out of chaos.
Corrupted electromagnetic frequencies are transformed to
the revitalized water.

Reverse Osmosis (RO)
RO is the most commonly used method of producing
pure water on the planet. It is used in almost all
commercial “drinking water” machines. It is used
industrially in bottling plants for bottled water, soda pop,
juices, beer, and many other drinks. It is also used on all
ships, some aircraft, and in many other applications. It is
much cheaper than distillation.
The advantage of RO is its low level of toxic metals,
chemicals, and pathogens, and most of all the cost to
process the water.
On the other hand, are the Disadvantages of RO. One of
the worst disadvantages of RO is that it does not hydrate
the body very well. Unfortunate, but we see it over and
over again. The quality of water declines as the RO
membrane and pre and post filters age in the machine.
Chemical contaminants may not be detected with store
bought meters. RO water reduces the bodies need for
vital trace minerals and may have a mild chelating effect.
This means that it may remove some vital minerals from
the body and the acidic pH is also a slight problem.
Simply put, RO water is not good drinking water. It is not
a valued investment considering the minerals that are
removed that a body requires. Similarly, to a water
softener, RO’s do need to be back flushed “wasting
valuable fresh water that we are running out of” to keep
the bladder in a clean state. There are other issues that
have been associated with RO water that sound extreme
and have several cases involved with it but can be
researched independently another time.

By the way, very few people understand what
minerals they need to add. Electrolyte solutions
often do not contain optimal mineral levels for
each person and adding salt or sea salt may
detoxify the body a little but can be dangerous
long term.

NU-FORCE™: The Bottom-Line
Solution with Amazing Results

